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Overview:

Product development, engineering design, research and technology management. Acoustics,
psychoacoustics, transducers, DSP, audio and video electronics. Deep experience in volume
manufacturing, factory design, sourcing. Strong background in materials, mechanical engineering,
physics, chemistry. Classically trained engineer with expertise across a range of physical and perceptual
sciences. One of the first graduates to emerge from MIT's Art and Media Technology program. Widely
published and interviewed, holds patents in acoustics, DSP and audio electronics. Elected to
Administrative Committees of the IEEE and the Audio Engineering Society.

Experience:

Founder, President at ZT Amplifiers, Berkeley, CA                                   January 2008 - January 2016

Respected brand of compact, affordable musical instrument amplifiers based on acoustical,
psychoacoustic and DSP innovations. Widely adopted in both consumer and professional markets.
Responsible for successful implementation of all phases from concept through revenue: planning,
funding, staffing, engineering, manufacturing, sales and marketing. Company sold, February 2016.

Founder, CTO at Tymphany Corporation, Cupertino, CA                                                     2004 - 2007

Recruited to venture-backed company to head a re-orientation and re-structuring effort, reporting to
Chairman of Board. Managed a PhD-level research group in mechanics, electronics, acoustics.
Advanced transducer R&D, materials, feedback systems, manufacturing tech, etc.  Responsibility for
establishing and overseeing factories in Europe and Asia. Lead technology evangelist. Supported
successful M&A activities worldwide. Multiple patents. Publications included non-linear modelling,
modulated ultrasonic beam-forming, miniature inertial transducers, "digital loudspeaker" approaches.

Founder, CTO at Intelligent Audio Systems, Berkeley, CA                                                   2001 - 2004

Invention and development of an innovative audio subwoofer that contained signal processing for
automatic room adaptation, along with an embedded uController for the automatic setup of the user's
Home Theater based on expert system algorithms. IP was sold to a large European audio manufacturer.
Expert testimony on hearing, psychoacoustics, Microsoft v. Lucent, 2003.  Consultant to LG, Altec-
Lansing, Denon, ATT, Microsoft, etc.

Managing Director, Co-Founder at Vergence Technology, Benicia, CA                               1997 - 2001

Co-Founded this manufacturer of professional monitor loudspeakers. Developed strategic and business
plans across all functions. Ran product development and technical operations. Vergence successfully
penetrated the top tier of the professional audio recording and mastering market.



VP Technology at International Jensen Incorporated                                                            1990 -1996

International Jensen purchased NHT prior to a successful roll-up IPO. (NASDAQ: IJIN)  Appointed one of
five Corporate Officers, with primary responsibility for R&D and technology strategy. Supported
roadshow. Established, staffed, built and managed Corporate Technology research group. Spearheaded
M&A activities.  1500+ employees.

Co-Founder. VP Engineering. at NHT Loudspeakers, Benicia, CA                                       1987 -1990

Planning, founding, organization and growth of this well-regarded loudspeaker manufacturer. Designer,
technical executive, spokesperson and business strategist. Pioneered the video tower loudspeaker
configuration.  Introduced one of the first dedicated audio-video loudspeaker packages,  one of the first
powered subwoofers, psychoacoustic image enhancement for home theater. Several patents,
publications.

Director of R&D at Teledyne Acoustic Research (AR), Norwood, MA                                   1982 -1986

At the time, the world's largest loudspeaker brand. Reporting to the President, managed the Research
Department, investigating a wide range of audio technologies. Major research areas included
psychoacoustics and its application to audio reproduction, transducer design, DSP, recording technology,
advanced measurement techniques.  Developed and introduced first-ever digital room correction system.
Several patents and publications. 

Fellow, Arts and Media Technology at MIT, Cambridge, MA                                                 1981 -1983

Researched the historical impact of broadcast and telecommunications technology.

Education:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA

SM, Media Technology, Center For Advanced Visual Studies

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA

SB Electrical Engineering, Circuit Design, Acoustics and Psychoacoustics

Honors and Awards:

Various patents and grants, several CE Product of the Year awards, more than 12 CES Design and
Engineering awards, Who's Who in Consumer Electronics, major entry in Encyclopedia of Recorded
Sound, Wikipedia entry, etc. Numerous  radio, print interviews worldwide. Many technical, trade and
consumer publications. Invited lectures at universities and audio groups in the US, Europe and Asia.
Twice profiled in NY Times. Guest on NBC Today Show, NPR, etc.
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